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Abstract

This paper presents an exploration of the ceiling ana-
lysis of machine learning systems. It also provides an ap-
proach to the development of pedestrian recognition sys-
tems using this analysis. A pedestrian detection pipeline is
simulated in order to evaluate this method. The advantage
of this method is that it allows determining the most promis-
ing pipeline’s elements to be modified as a way of more effi-
ciently improving the recognition system. The pedestrian
recognition is based on computer vision and is intended
for an autonomous car application. A Linear SVM used
as classifier enables the recognition, so this development is
also addressed as a machine learning problem. This ana-
lysis concludes that for this application the more worthy
path to be followed is the improvement of the pre-processing
method instead of the classifier.

1. Introduction

When it comes to machine learning, ceiling analysis is
known as a method to estimate which element of a pipeline
machine learning system has a strong influence in the pre-
diction. Likewise, it allows us to estimate which element
has a weak influence, and therefore, to limit the effort to
improve its performance as it yields no significant change
in the final result. This analysis is associated with the con-
cept of ceiling effect, in which an independent variable no
longer has an effect on a dependent variable after reaching
a certain level, i.e., the ceiling. In the pipeline, this effect
can be seen as the impossibility of any increase in the ele-
ment’s performance (the independent variable) to improve
the prediction (the dependent variable) because it already
reached the ”ceiling.” In solving the machine learning pro-
blem, many resources might be spent trying to improve the
elements’ performance without actually reaching great re-
sults in the entire system. There are several reasons to do a

ceiling analysis in any stage of the development: the first is
to optimize the resources spent in a task; a further one is to
modify the right processing element in order to actually get
an upside in the prediction; finally, to determine the benefits
of a proposed method before developing it to work automat-
ically. In order to determine the potential upside that might
be provided by each processing element, a simulation of
each one in its ideal performance is carried out. Thus, it has
used a metric, such as the prediction accuracy, to determine
the upside in the performance of the entire system when
each element is simulated. To do that simulation, the test set
is manipulated according to the task of the processing ele-
ment. In this way, the pipeline is provided with ground-truth
labels in each stage. Figure1 presents an example of a ma-
chine learning pipeline of three elements and the simulation
flow. The main idea behind this procedure is to simulate el-
ements with accuracy of 100%, and therefore, to hopefully
increase the performance of the entire system. The simu-
lation is done in a consecutive way, i.e., it begins adding
simulated elements from left to right until completing all of
them. This simulation is presented by A. Ng at [10].
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Figure 1. Machine learning pipeline.

This paper presents an approach to the ceiling analysis of
the pedestrian recognition problem as a way of improving
the detection. As such, the pipeline presented in Figure2 has
been proposed in order to determine the potential upsides.
These processing elements are the base for many systems,
such as those implemented on [11] [4] [2]. However, the
pipeline is not limited to these elements, and each one might
be split into several sub-elements.
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Figure 2. Pedestrian recognition pipeline.

There are four processing elements in this approach: im-
age pre-processing element, pedestrian descriptor extractor,
classifier, and training. The first basically extracts a smaller
part of the image in which it is more likely to find a pedes-
trian, because it is easier to recognize the pedestrian when
most of the image is only a pedestrian. The next one, the de-
scriptor extractor, is the element that provides the features
to the classifier. We have used the histogram of oriented
gradients as descriptor; this descriptor yields features more
easily recognized when the image is pre-processed because
the features are more similar in images that have only pedes-
trians, i.e., normalized images.

There is also a training element connected to the classi-
fier, as is presented in Figure2, which generates the classi-
fier’s model using a supervised learning. This element es-
tablishes another line in the pipeline, which will be called
the training line. The classifier is the last element in the
pipeline and it determines whether the example is a pedes-
trian or not. Its performance depends on two lines, namely
the training line and the processing line. Each line con-
tributes in an independent way to the performance of the
system, but they actually use similar methods. The training
line implements image normalization and features extrac-
tion into the training data the same way as the processing
line implements these methods into the test data. Indeed,
both lines use the same pedestrian descriptor extractor, i.e.,
HOG. Even though the image normalization and features
extractor methods are in both lines, in this analysis they will
only be simulated in the processing line. In the training line
will be simulated the training element, which basically sim-
ulates the ideal training method considering the ideal train-
ing data.

This paper presents a different approach to the analysis
of pedestrian recognition systems. In the literature, there
are few papers related to the ceiling analysis method for ma-
chine learning. This paper is an exploration of this method
when it comes to pedestrian recognition. The paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section 2 presents the methods used in the
processing elements. Section 3 presents the tests. Section 4
describes the ceiling analysis. Finally, Section 5 presents a
discussion and Section 6 presents the conclusions.

2. Methods

2.1. Ceiling analysis simulation

The simulation has several stages as described in
Figure3. In the first stage is simulated the element that re-
ceives the test data. In the following stages, the next ele-
ments are added and, it is worthy to note that the elements
already simulated continue to be simulated. There is actu-
ally no need of simulating the last element; it is assumed
that it should provide the remaining upside to achieve an
accuracy of 100%.
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Figure 3. Machine learning pipeline.

The main idea in this analysis is to create a table that
specifies the upside in each stage due to the current pro-
cessing element simulated. An approach to this simulation
is presented in Table 1. The first row shows the system ac-
curacy without any simulation. It is the starting point to
calculate the upside for the first element. The upside is the
result of the subtraction of the current improved accuracy
from the previous accuracy. At the end, the simulation will
show which element provides the largest upside.

Table 1. Simulation Table for Ceiling Analysis.

Stage Element Accuracy Upside

No simulation - Current(%) -
1st 1st Improved (%) (%)

(n-1) stage (n-1) Improved (%) (%)
Last (n) Last (n) Expected (100%) (%)

The ceiling analysis may be seen as a more reliable way
for deciding in which element to put a focused effort, be-
cause it makes sure that improving that element will actu-
ally have a better effect on the performance of the entire
system.
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2.2. Image pre-processing element

In the processing line, this pre-processing aims to select
a smaller part of the image where it is likely to find a pedes-
trian. There are two well-known approaches to this proce-
dure. The first is looking for pedestrians in the whole image
by sliding a search window through it. The second is an
approach to regions of interest (ROI), which is based on the
data fusion of LIDAR and camera. The laser sensor pro-
vides obstacle detection and obstacle’s spatial position in
the front. This spatial position on the laser’s coordinate sys-
tem is related to the camera’s coordinate system in order to
find the region of the obstacle in the image. The ROI ap-
proach has some advantages with regard to the search win-
dow procedure: the processing time is several times shorter
than in the search window; it is because in the search case,
the window has to be slid through the whole image and re-
sized to look for pedestrians in different scales, which spend
more time processing all the windows. Unlike the search
window, the data fusion approach tries to find ROI using the
laser so as to analyse a smaller part of the image, which re-
duces the processing time. Another advantage of ROI is that
the number of false positives (FPs) is several times smaller
than in the search window because it is more likely to de-
tect actual obstacles with the laser sensor. Monteiro et al.
analysed these elements at [9].

In the training line, there is also a pre-processing pro-
cedure to normalize the image; this normalization aims to
ensure that the image used for training is mainly a pedes-
trian. In most of the cases, an expert selects a smaller part
of the main image. Unlike the training line, in the process-
ing line the normalization should automatically be carried
out in the elements.

2.3. Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)

This human-shape descriptor created by Dalal [3] is in-
variant to local geometric and photometric transformations
in pedestrian imagery. In this implementation, the resulting
descriptor for any image size is a vector <81 [8]. The de-
scriptor contains the class attributes or features that will be
subsequently used to train the classifier.

2.4. Classifier

2.4.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM)

In this paper, an SVM is used as a binary classifier. The
SVM implements a mathematical optimization to find a
model that best separates the classes; it is done by minimiz-
ing the cost function (1) that represents the error between
the data and the model.

J(θ)= 1
2

∑n
j=1 θ

2
j +···

C
∑m

i=1 [y
(i)cost1 (θ

Tx (i))+(1−y(i))cost0 (θ
Tx (i))] (1)

Where:

J(θ) : Cost function

θ : Parameter V ector of the estimated hypothesis

x(i) : Feature vector for example i

y(i) : Expected output for example i

cost1 : Cost for positive examples

cost0 : Cost for negative examples

n : Number of features

m : Number of examples

C : Regularization parameter

2.4.2 Tuned SVM

This classifier is called tuned SVM because it looks for the
best Kernel-based SVM parameters that achieve the best F1

score in the prediction. For the SVM with Linear kernel, the
model parameter is C, known as regularization in (1) [6].
The tuning carries out the following steps [7]:

i. Feature scaling. First, a feature scaling is accom-
plished to avoid features in greater numeric ranges
dominating those in smaller ranges.

ii. Looking for the best C parameter in a coarse grid. C
regularizes the model to avoid overfitting the data. In
the coarse grid, the parameter varies following rule 2x

for x = [−6, 5], x ∈ Z. A vector of tuning values is
then used for the tuning.

iii. Looking at a fine grid around the coarse tuned value.

2.5. Training using the Cross-Validation Method
(CV)

In order for a model to be statistically well validated its
performance should be evaluated on ”new data” (different
from the training set) several times, otherwise it will show
an overoptimistic result. The data are commonly split into
two sets, namely training set and cross-validation set. For
one split, a simple validation is carried out by calculating
on the cross-validation set an estimator of risk e.g. accu-
racy, using the model created with the training set. CV
consists in averaging several validations corresponding to
different-data splits [1]. Even thought this method is in-
tended to establish the model statistical performance, in this
paper a CV is carried out in order to find the best model for
our data. Several models are created by varying both the
model parameters and the training set and its performance
is subsequently evaluated in the cross-validation set.

Because the cross-validation set is used to tune the
model, there is a need for another independent data set for
correct validation. Therefore, the data is split into three sets,
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and the additional set is named test set. A model with high
F1 score in the cross-validation set is considered a good
one. The best model is finally validated in the test set in or-
der to calculate a more realistic estimation. This paper uses
this CV evaluation to tuning the model just by looking for
the model parameters that makes the model predicts better.
The type of CV method used is the repeated random sub-
sampling validation, i.e., the data are randomly split into
training and cross-validation set several times, and for ev-
ery split both the model accuracy and F1 score are estimated
on the test set. Because the model performance depends on
both the model parameters and the training data, a different
performance is achieved for each split.

3. Tests and Results
3.1. Data

The database used for this analysis is composed of over
5,000 color images downloaded from INRIA [3]. They
were taken under different weather conditions, such as rain
and snow/sleet and also with different illumination condi-
tions, including some images taken on night. In all the cases
the images were manually normalized.

3.2. Basic Training

In this test the classifier was trained without using the
cross-validation procedure. The data sets were taken from
the INRIA database. This dataset was originally split into
two sets, namely train set and test set (70% and 30% respec-
tively). Table 2 presents a few tests for those original sets.
For example, the prediction increased from 82.5% to 91.5%
when were used normalized images. In addition, by doing
tuning the accuracy reached 93.5%. The SVM was trained
using the SVMtrain function of Matlab. The Kernel was a
linear function.

3.3. Training using CV procedure

To simulate a set of examples with a larger distribution,
this test gathered the whole data from INRIA database and
made new sets. The database was split into three sets, 20%
of the data was randomly selected for the test set, which
was used for validation in the tuning. The other data were
consequently used for the CV procedure in order to tune the
SVM; Figure4 shows the new data distribution. The posi-
tive examples are pedestrian images (70%), and the negative
ones are city streets and country images.

This test implemented 10 random sub-sampling valida-
tions; the average accuracy reached was 96.9% and the av-
erage F1 score reached was 97.7%. The CV procedure also
allowed determining the best model in all validations. This
model was subsequently used to make predictions in the test
set. The performance of this model is shown in the last row
of Table 2.

Figure 4. Data Distribution used in CV method.

The increase in the variance of the training examples, i.e.
adding new different examples, allowed improving the pre-
diction accuracy from 93.5% to 95.6%, and the F1 score
from 95.3% to 96.7%. With this new data distribution the
performance was better. As a way of exploring another clas-
sifier’ model, an SVM with a radial-based function (RBF)
kernel was also tested. The results were very similar; the
average accuracy was 95.7% and the average F1 score was
96.3%.

An advantage of using the CV procedure is that the clas-
sifier is trained with a more variable set of examples. In this
procedure the sets were randomly arranged, and therefore,
they yielded a higher distribution of the observed examples.
The tests showed that the larger the variance of this distri-
bution, the better the classifier’s model performance.

4. Ceiling Analysis
In the ceiling analysis, several simulations are carried out

following the simulation flow. For each simulation, the pre-
diction accuracy is determined and used to calculate the po-
tential upside due to the current element simulated [10]. In
this section, it is explained how the recognition pipeline el-
ements are simulated.

Firstly, the pre-processing element is simulated by nor-
malizing the images of the test set. The INRIA database
has already normalized the images on that set, so it already
yields a way of simulating the element for the whole data
set.

Regarding the pedestrian descriptor extractor, its suitable
simulation must meet some conditions: to provide the clas-
sifier with enough features that are largely similar for exam-
ples of the same class and largely different for examples of
different classes. It depends on the extractor method itself to
meet these conditions; however, the extractor method can be
sufficient for a simple database, but for a more complex one
it may not. For example, the HOG pedestrian extractor was
used in the MIT pedestrian database, in which it provided
the classifier with good features so that all the test images
were correctly predicted [3]; on the other hand, for a more
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Table 2. Metrics calculated for various classifier settings and data.

Classifier Settings and Data description Accuracy in Test Set Recall Precision F1 score

Linear SVM in Images without normalization 82.5% - - -
Linear SVM (C = 1 by default) in normalized images 91.5% 90.6% 97.3% 93.8%
Tuned Linear SVM (C = 3.2) in normalized images 93.5% 92.9% 97.9% 95.3%
Tuned Linear SVM using CV procedure in normalized images 95.6% 95.7% 97.7% 96.7%

Table 3. Estimation of potential upside due to each element

Element Simulated Variable Method Accuracy Potential Upside

HOG-without normalization 82.5%
Pre-processing ROI Image Normalization 91.5% 9.0%

Descriptor extractor Descriptor HOG * *
Training Training Method Tuned SVM 93.5% 2.0%
Training Data New sets and CV procedure 95.6% 2.1%

Classifier Classifier’s model SVM with linear kernel 100.0% * 4.4%

complex database, such as the INRIA, the HOG descriptor
is seemingly not enough because we could not reach perfect
recognition using the same classifier. Consequently, the de-
scriptor should be adjusted according to the scenarios of the
test. Other kinds of descriptors could be tested, but this is
not the aim of this paper; we are trying to realize what is its
function on the entire system in order to simulate it.

The descriptor helps make the task of the classifier eas-
ier, because if the features among classes are more largely
different they are then more easily separable. According
to the machine learning theory, there are some feature ma-
nipulations that help the classifier create a better model. For
example, by mapping the current features to a higher dimen-
sion, in which they are more easily separated (such as the
SVM does), it is a way of improving the classifier’s perfor-
mance [10]. Another one is to perform a feature scaling be-
fore tuning the classifier’s model, such as was mentioned on
the tune SVM section. These procedures show that the clas-
sifier can modify the features in order to improve its model.
Consequently, it is difficult to consider the descriptor ex-
tractor as an independent variable to be simulated, because
the classifier usually does some additional processing on the
features. Some tests intended to evaluate several pedestrian
descriptors were able to quantify its performance only after
the classifier, by determining the performance in the final
prediction [5]. Therefore, there is a near relationship be-
tween these processing elements, which makes it difficult to
address them separately. This paper does not do a simula-
tion of the descriptor extractor as such; any potential upside
provided by the descriptor extractor will be jointly consid-
ered when the upside for the classifier is found.

With regard to the training element, there are basically
two simulations. The first is the simulation of a larger dis-
tribution of training examples, i.e., examples with more dif-
ferences among them. The idea behind having a larger dis-
tribution is to cover a larger quantity of data to be predicted.

In a recognition problem, the larger the number of scenarios
to be predicted, the larger the number of different training
examples. To achieve a good pedestrian recognition system
in an autonomous car, the training examples should have
as many scenarios of pedestrians in the street as possible.
However, to conduct our ceiling analysis, we have limited
these scenarios to those covered by the INRIA database.
Therefore, to simulate this larger distribution, we have ran-
domly added some examples from the test set to the train-
ing set, such as was presented in the CV test section. We
have assumed that if there are still some test data that have
not been recognized correctly, it is because they have not
been included as examples in the training. In this way, to
randomly add data to the training set will generate a better
training if the data added are new ones. In summary, the
larger distribution was simulated by gathering the whole
data from INRIA database and creating new sets, subse-
quently using the CV procedure in these sets to improve
the trained model.

The second simulation in the training element is the
training method itself. The most important factor is how the
hypothesis created after training will generalize new data.
Therefore, the right parameter to determine how well the
model was trained is the generalization error, i.e., the er-
ror in the unseen data. The smallest generalization error is
found when the model has the right trade-off between bias
and variance, which basically depends on the model itself
and its regularization procedure. As shown in the classifier
section, there is a regularization parameter in the model that
can be tuned to achieve a better regularization. This paper
considers the model tuning as a way of achieving the best
training method for the SVM classifier we are working with.

The classifier is the last element of the pipeline and,
therefore, it does not need simulation itself; it is assumed
that if a perfect prediction is required the classifier should
provide the last upside to achieve accuracy of 100%. In this
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paper, the classifier’s model is the method that determines
the performance of this element; we have used the SVM
with linear kernel as model.

Table 3 shows the processing elements, the independent
variables that define the prediction, the method associated
with that variable, the prediction result after adding that el-
ement in the simulated pipeline, and finally, the potential
upside due to that simulation. The first row shows the ac-
curacy of the overall system without any simulation. This
test used examples without normalization taken from the
INRIA database; the test was done with the original sets.
The results show that the largest potential upside is due to
the image normalization (9.0%); the training element, tak-
ing into account its two variables simulated, shows a poten-
tial upside of 4.1%. Both classifier and descriptor extractor
together must have a potential upside of 4.4%.
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Image pre-
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descriptor 
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Training. 
Cross-validation 

procedure

Classifier Prediction

Training 
Set

Data fusion 
of images 
and LIDAR 
data
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(variance) of 
the training 
examples.

Accuracy

Figure 5. Ceiling analysis results.

5. Discussion
According to our analysis, to select a smaller image

where it is likely to find a pedestrian may be a more promis-
ing method to improve our system. As mentioned in the pre-
processing method, the RIO approach has a few advantages
over the sliding window. For future work, a way of getting
those ROI is through LIDAR. Because many approaches to
autonomous cars already have a LIDAR and a camera, this
method is a good option to take advantage of both sensors
in the car. LIDAR yields the obstacle’s location in the front
side, which is correlated with the image. As a result, an
obstacle’s normalized image is obtained.

In addition, the HOG-Linear SVM method reached an
accuracy of 95.6% when the classifier’s training was opti-
mized. By tuning it and improving the distribution of the
training examples the method obtained an upside of 4.1%.

Figure 5 shows how the processing elements should be
modified in order to get a better performance in the predic-
tion. The data fusion and the improvement of the training
examples are considered promising approaches.

6. Conclusions
This paper presented an approach to the analysis and de-

velopment of pedestrian detection systems using the ceil-

ing analysis. It explored the advantage of doing this kind
of analysis in the recognition pipeline. It showed that the
pre-processing element of our pipeline is the one with the
largest potential upside when it comes to improving the pre-
diction, which means it is more worthy to work in this task
as it yields a much better improvement in the recognition
system. Namely, the image normalization in the processing
line. In addition, the improvement of the classifier’s training
by increasing the quality of the examples and by tuning it
becomes another factor to improve the final prediction. The
classifier as well as the descriptor is also another important
method to be improved.
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